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Abstract. In this team description paper, we describe our team s work
recently and agenda by the competition. Our Goal is an integration of
maps that are got by multi-robot. We tried to make a map by a monorobot or multi-robot with ROS, as a result we found the problem which
mapping with multi-robot was inaccurate. We are challenging to solve
the problem by developing a method of integrating maps.
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Introduction

We are challenging to develop a method to integrate a map of a multi robot
working in a remote place. In rescue activities, it is very important to earn an
integrated map of all disaster sites. After that, in order to earn a map in a short
time, you need to create a map using a multi robot. At the moment it is easy if
there is a program to integrate the map, but posting the SLAM does not have
the function of integrating the map[5][6]. In this rescue virtual robot league[1]
team description paper, we describe our method to build an integration map in a
simple way, indicating that there are some conditions in the integration method.
Section 2, we show our goal. Section 3 shows the system overview of our software.
Some results of SLAM are shown in Section 4. Our method of map integration
is shown in Section 5. Section 6 describes our practicing. Section 7 describes our
future works. And Section 8 shows the release schedule of our software.
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Our Goal

We have two challenges. One is developing a software to integrate data of among
robots. The other is introducing a map integration software into our system. As
a method of integrating maps, we are investigating the strategy to read the QR
code attached to the robot, recognize the vector direction of the map, unify the
direction of the map and integrate it. Even within an unstable environment, by
integrating the maps among robots, it is possible to reliably achieve integration
of maps. Also, by adding information of fire origin and blood streaks, design a
system that introduces elements useful for on-site activities of the rescue team.
Now, we can do only 2D Mapping by mono-robot. On the next step, we want to

get the map available as real time and 3-Dimension from some robots. The first
issue is a problem to occur when robots are trying SLAM. The second issue is
another problem in the case of coordinates that have equal x and y, but unequal
z, for example in the building. In the building, the coordinate z is diﬀerent by
oor, and moreover on oor or desk in case of the same oor. We are challenging
integration of map from robots with considering the coordinate z. To achieve, we
need a SLAM to output 3D map or way to generate a map similar to 3D by use
of 2D SLAM. At first we tried to make a map by two robots with Hector slam
(these are ROS[7] default packages). The results were depending on the situation.
We plan to achieve the method of mapping and high accurately integration by
the time the competition start. We use four-wheeled robot(Pioneer 3AT) that
searches for narrow spaces that we can not explore in drone.
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System Overview

Our system consist from ROS as Fig. 1. Gazebo[4] is used for a virtual environment. We use ROS for a robot controller, SLAM and so on. Human Operator
get information of camera view and whole map, and command robots ROS runs
on Ubuntu, receive information of a range-sensor and so on from a robot in
Gazebo, and output a map data published by SLAM algorithm. Also, ROS directs a robot by human operator s command. One Ubuntu and ROS system is
allocated to one robot. Each map data outputted by ROS are integrated, and
the result, as a whole map, is shown an operator. Similarly, the image of the
camera attached to each robot is shown to a human operator. Basing on information of the whole map data and these images, the operator commands robots
through the command translation program hatched rectangle. Ubuntu version
is 16.04, Gazebo version is 7.5 and ROS version is Kinetic. Fig. 1 is our system
architecture. Hatching rectangles are developing now.
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SLAM

Fig. 2 (a) (b) (c) are mapping results of a simple rectangle room. Fig. 2 (a) is a
map of gmapping[5] by mono-robot. Fig. 2 (b) (c) are 2D map of gmapping by
two robots. Fig. 2 (b) shows the mapping was the success in early time. But Fig.
2 (c) shows the mapping became the fault at last. Through this experiment we
realized that depending on the situation, the simple SLAM mapping is possible.
In actuality, there is a case of sharing each Point Cloud Data(PCD) because
each robot works separately. Thus we have a problem to be solved, is to develop
a method to integrate maps without the sharing each PCD by changing the
SLAM algorithm or use situation.
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Map Integration

We will use the OHM TSD SLAM to create a map by using multi-robot[3, 2].
The OHM TSD SLAM has following characters.

Fig. 1. System Overview

(a) Mapping by 1 robot (b) Mapping by 2 robots in early (c) Mapping by 2 robots at
last
Fig. 2. Mapping in a simple situation

– The OHM TSD SLAM can create a map by using PCD from multi-robot
simultaneously.
– Integration phase is needless after a mission.
– The OHM TSD SLAM has some optimized parameters for using HOKUYO
LIDARs or same type LIDARs which are equipped on rescue robots in ordinary rescue missions.

Currently, we could not finish introducing the OHM TSD SLAM into our
robot controlling system.
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Practicing

Using a four-wheeled robot, we are practicing the operation within the simulation environment simulating the actual disaster site. Search for ways to improve
operability and realize a high-density map, and increase the aﬃnity between the
operator and the robot.
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Future Works

When we integrate maps which have some levels, stairs or grade separated crossing, we should consider both plane and vertical direction. Also, at the time of
map generation, we have to create an algorithm that outputs the degree of bleeding volume of the victim and extracted the fire source from the image data, as
well as including the position of the rescuer. At the actual site, there is a possibility that the wireless communication is shut oﬀ, when remote control by wireless
device. It is necessary to develop the introduction of a system that automatically switches to autonomous search even if the wireless device is shut down or
automatically returns within the range where wireless device signals are received.
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Release Schedule

We can release our system on a github repository linked from our site by the
end of June 2017.
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